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Abstract. The arrival of the era of autonomous robots is indisputable. In this paper, innovations in the distributed control systems realized by autonomous guided vehicles in the automotive industry are provided as proof of concept. The main goal of the considered distributed control system design is to bring all-in-one dependent and independent VDA 5050 compliant robots that are easily configurable and manageable with the web-based high-quality user interface responsive business-critical application. Special attention is paid to applying a platform to manage all autonomous IoT based robots in one seamless system. In addition, a “single point of truth” as one of the main issues of modern distributed controlled systems has been considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The high demand, rapidly increasing customization, and differentiation of product portfolios in the shorter life cycle of car production in the automotive industry led to the development of flexible manufacturing [1]. Therefore, the automotive corporation strategy is to become very important in logistics within the automotive industry by using a modern distributed control system (DCS). As part of that strategy, many leading worldwide companies
recognize that changing global material handling markets relating to productivity requirements, labor cost, and e-commerce create a permanent demand for new logistics solutions [2]. In supplying automotive assembly lines, production automation can be implemented in Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMRs) or Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGVs) [3].

The rapid growth in IoT and sensor networks, in combination with the challenges in automotive logistics such as operational efficiency, improving customer service level, data-driven demands, and digital transformation of automotive logistics, set to pave the way for new revenue streams. In the industry’s evolution, Toyota Industries Corporation has become a leading logistics solutions provider, creating a permanent demand for new solutions. However, selecting appropriate technologies and developing an IoT distributed control system can be challenging for the automotive industry. For example, the need to set up an efficient, effective, and relevant product or service solution for managing AGVs in automotive logistics requires modern technology implementation. AGV is a vehicle with a battery and local computer control that can automatically move in a specific or predefined direction without human intervention. The most specific feature of AGV is that it can move the unit load from one place as a pickup point to another delivery point. In modern automotive logistics systems, DCS frequently manages these operations.

According to a path guidance principle [4], AGVs can be divided into static and dynamic path vehicles [5]. The static path vehicle uses a predefined path from the pickup point to the delivery point. The dynamic path vehicle uses its algorithm and autonomously determines the optimized path by detecting and avoiding obstacles on the floor plan. In the paper [6], the authors examine the limitations and prerequisites for implementing AGV technology for automating specific logistic processes. The case study [7] describes the increase in the productivity of the last workstation of an assembly line by implementing an AGV system to transport finished goods to the warehouse. A comprehensive knowledge base for designing, selecting and implementing the AMR technology, considered as the highest level of AGV, in the form of unit load carriers for supplying assembly lines in the automotive industry is presented in [8]. Another case study [9], answers the following questions: what are the requirements to be considered when using autonomous transport to move materials, and what steps must be taken to introduce autonomous technologies in the industrial environment. Using deep neural networks (DNN) in online monitoring for AGV is presented in [10]. The review of how automation and robots contribute to the increased profit demand by offering lower production costs, shorter delivery times, improved quality and higher customer satisfaction, is presented in [11]. The paper [12] focuses on developing Digital Twins for flexible manufacturing systems with AGVs on the factory floor.

All the above studies propose principal limitations for AGVs/AMRs, their controlling problem, supplying automotive assembly lines, and their relationship with DCS. The contribution of this article can be recognized in the improvements embraced by the Resmanio platform (www.resmanio.com), such as the integration of heterogeneous AGVs that are VDA 5050 compliant and incompliant, supporting different protocols in AGVs’ communication and Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) readiness.

This paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents a global architecture with a high-level DCS system design focusing on modern distributed control. The use of the DCS application is presented in Section 3. Further, Section 4 contains the discussion. Finally, the authors discuss the future trends of DCS development and give concluding remarks in the last section.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Škoda Auto continues its digital transformation journey. AGVs are operated through separate control systems of individual suppliers in their production plants. These systems are not interconnected, i.e., they provide services independently of others and represent separate fleets. After implementing the Unified Control System (UCS), a robust and scalable system will ensure the interconnection of all vehicles and fleets.

The system is built from the start to handle a large number of messages going from AGVs to the system's control section. Furthermore, the system is designed to operate in real-time. From the standpoint of architecture, it may be deployed and operated both in the Cloud environment (public or private) and in the customer's so-called on-premises environment. In this scenario, we propose system implementation in the Škoda Auto environment throughout the locations of the manufacturing plants. The entire solution is designed as an enterprise solution, where a business-critical application built in Java enables Škoda Auto differentiated products and services to their users. It requires only a light client, any web browser such as Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Firefox, and Opera. The data created and reported by the AGV software model are included in the data set utilized for this experimental study. The data is produced and sent via a multi-threaded Java application.

The project starts with an identification of challenges for digitalization in the logistics [13], such as (1) excess supplies with materials, spare parts, repairs, and maintenance; (2) overproduction of manufactured goods; (3) waiting for material, spare parts, information, transport; (4) excess manipulation as overlapping, translations, shifts, incorrect organization of warehouses, and material flows in production; (5) search material, documentation, information; (6) unnecessary activities and movements in human work or manipulation in movements, and (7) duplicate information, a selection from IT systems, transcription of reports.

Aligned with the customer objectives, this study focuses on four action points: (1) the testbed platform responsible for managing all AGV devices with in-built IoT sensors in one seamless system; (2) a single point of truth for all AGVs which allows the possibility of connecting these AGVs to the distributed control system; (3) comprehensive real-time notification functionality through the various communication channels as notification messages, e-mails, mobile applications or web applications, and (4) comprehensive support and management of all AGVs through a single VDA 5050 (Verband der Automobilindustrie) compliant platform.

The complexity of enterprise application growth with increases in functionality and features supported. Fig. 1 depicts the overall Microservice architecture and high-level design for the testbed horizontal scalable platform as DSC. The java-based application runs on the application server, and the main concept is built as microservice architecture. A Web Components part provides business logic from the Backend server. It provides features in a single Java application that is served up, operates on the application server, and offers supplementary services to the user.

Nowadays, creating an application with a microservice architecture typically calls for leveraging Java, a lightweight development environment, and widely used global frameworks like Spring Boot or Spring Cloud. This implementation provides enhanced features, such as new classes that provide Stream API or Lambda Expression [14] to support stream data from the sensor network. Moreover, through the API, it can be integrated into our application within external systems.
The DevOps movement has become synonymous with CI/CD, and the Resmanio platform has been designed and developed using the same principle. Continuous integration design practices result in this modular software that can be repeatedly integrated with other components into a single source. The continuous delivery ensures that this software is production ready. This testbed architecture offers a serverless Kubernetes cluster manager for Docker-based microservices with the proposed solution realized in a domain-driven design (DDD) fashion. As a result, Docker has become the standard used to develop and run containerized applications.

![High-level architecture diagram](image1)

**Fig. 1 High-level architecture diagram**

### 3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TESTBED

Key characteristics of the testbed platform can be identified in Resmanio (Fig. 2), such as the Enterprise Java-based application used to build the mentioned system, which provides

![Resmanio characteristics](image2)

**Fig. 2 Resmanio characteristics**
high availability, scalability, and security. All components of our solution architecture are scalable to suit many connected devices. Resmanio can also provide on-premises or cloud-based built-in services. It has been designed as VDA 5050 compliant and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) ready. All software components are ready to be deployed in a cloud, such as Google, Amazon, Oracle, and Microsoft Azure.

Implemented testbed platform, shown in Fig. 3, can be recognized in the many production plants in which AGVs can operate. AGV is equipped with IoT sensors and connected to a secured dedicated network. The Data Streaming Sources part provides real-time data to the Real-Time Data Processing Platform and the Application Layer. Using Apache Kafka and Apache Spark, Event Streaming, Transformation, and Processing acquire the stream data and ensure their transformation and processing in near real-time.

![System Architecture Design](image)

**Fig. 3 System architecture design**

We identify a layer where individual AGVs are equipped with IoT and location sensors. Information from the sensor is received through a specialized component called a broker, which enables the collection of these events/information in real-time. A Data Broker handles this data via HiveMQ MQTT broker, which connects AGVs and the rest of the implemented platform. It ensures that the information moves between vehicles and testbed platforms implemented on-premises or in a cloud environment. Our solution would allow up to 100,000 events per second within the existing architecture. This component is horizontally scalable. Subsequently, the information from the AGV through the broker passes through a specialized part of the Resmanio system intended for data transformation. Such data is kept in bulk distributed data storage in Apache Hadoop. Vertica is a NoSQL database used for analytics.

Key functionalities and features of this platform are as follows: (1) create standardized real-time communication between different AGVs/AMRs; (2) the unlimited number of
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AGV/AMR depending on the size of the floor plan; (3) enable the integration of any AGV/AMR vehicles complying/not complying with the VDA 5050 standard; (4) enable decisions about route selection or intersection behavior using the Resmanio Collision Prevention System; (5) VDA 5050 enabled as a standard interface for all kinds of autonomous robots, not only in the automotive industry; (6) in-built collision prevention system (CPS) enables safe operation in the defined floor plan of the production hall; (7) enables immediate order redirection, order priority and orders reorganization; (8) no predefined path, but the suggested way is the result of the AI/ML system; (9) very high flexibility of route planning and AGV/AMR management; (10) "Plug & Play" functions enable close cooperation with any VDA-compliant vehicle 5050.

Fig. 4 shows communication between UCS Resmanio and AGVs/AMRs to provide a sustainable solution. These AGVs/AMRs can be VDA 5050 compliant or not. This should enable full fledge coverage with legacy AGVs/AMRs, for a guided vehicle. This adapter represents the uniform interface between the USC (Resmanio) and legacy AGVs/AMRs. On this basis, standard communication with AGVs/AMRs integrates transport systems into a continuous process automation. The following features can be provided through the VDA 5050 adapter, which is necessary for managing not compliant AGVs/AMRs: increasing manufacturer independence by using the VDA 5050 adapter, complexity reduction, and increasing vehicle autonomy by consuming existing hardware and software equipment.

Fig. 4 Resmanio VDA 5050 Adapter

As shown in the sequence diagram for managing all AGVs/AMRs (Fig. 5), there are at least the following actors: (1) USC Resmanio, using resman.io Java Enterprise Application, provides the initial configuration to AGVs/AMRs; (2) VDA 5050 Adapter ensures a seamless communication with non-compliant AGVs/AMRs; (3) MQTT Broker transfers VDA 5050 protocol-based MQTT messages to all AGVs/AMRs. In the case of VDA 5050 compliant AGVs, instructions or messages generated by resman.io will be broadcasted via MQTT broker to VDA 5050 compliant AGVs/AMRs. Otherwise, these instructions will pass through the VDA 5050 Adapter.

Once the setup of AGVs/AMRs is done, their management is transparent for USC Resmanio in both directions. Some of the key functionalities which Resmanio provides can be recognized as Order planning, Scheduling, Maintenance, Order tracking, Disorders, States of individual devices, AGV report, AGV changes and settings, Delays in orders/processes, Definition of resources or Order Execution which combines action, status, and notification kinds of messages.
As a USC platform, Resmanio provides a feature for integrating with other information systems, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Production Service Bus, Messaging-type integration, integration with various identities, Web Sockets (Secured) and Web Services (REST API), application integration, BI and Reporting Server integration, and integration with CAD systems for floor planning design.

The platform's application part (Fig. 6) has the modules realized in a microservice architecture fashion [15]. Distinguished modules are Production Plants, Control Management Centers, Device Settings, Integration, Reporting and Administration. Also, Resmanio provides a central overview within the platform, an overview of all events, order tracking, statuses of individual AGVs/ARMs, and delays or resource definition. We can ensure, for instance, effective AGV planning and control, set special responsibilities within the shifts by fleet, and gather vehicle information or information on progress orders within a production plant. Furthermore, Resmanio offers Floor Plan Designer functionalities inside the modules as Control Management Centers, AGV Management, Order Management, and Fleet Management.

The production line floor layout and various obstacles, such as Barriers, Charge points, Pick points, Delivery points, Emergency and Exits, may be seen in the AGV Management module, shown in Fig. 6. Resmanio provides information about AGVs/AMRs in a real-time fashion. Car production is planned according to shifts based on ordered cars. Using Resmanio as USC makes it possible to plan a shift several weeks in advance. An automated system gives Pick points upon receipt of commodities or specific automobile parts. As a result, AVG is fully automated and capable of supporting the assembly of cars.

The AGV Management module also offers a thorough overview of each AGV/AMR, including identification, battery status, the total distance since the last charge, current status, the dates of the last and subsequent maintenance, and order history with the location of the product factory.

![Time sequence diagram within resman.io and AGV communication using MQTT](image-url)
Real-time data on orders, users, operating tasks and processes, sensors on AGVs, and monitoring are provided via the Reporting module. There are two report types: batch and online (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). On a daily, weekly, or monthly basis, these reports offer varied information for all orders or specific orders. Information on VDA messages sent from AGV/AMR to USC or DCS may be found in the online report section (Fig. 8). This report also includes a graph that shows patterns in handling certain orders that have or have had AGVs.
4. DISCUSSION

In the case of the testbed platform for Škoda Auto, the proposed platform has to meet various and complex requirements intended to modernize the current system. For example, data streaming and horizontally scalable unified controlling systems intend to advance automotive distributed control systems. The number of conducted AGVs during the test was 150. This is the number of AGVs that Škoda Auto a.s. currently has and we have not recognized performance degradation during the test with the equivalent number of AGV software models.

A Unified Control System as a kind of DSC, branded as Resmanio, can provide AGV status data, reports faults, tracks order material, includes information about order delays, and recalls reports of maintenance intervals. Three modes can be recognized at USC. Emergency mode provides information about process delay and all system data collected through the logs in real-time traffic mode, which allows changing or setting routes. Self-repair mode determines the AGV as a source, determines various navigation procedures for a particular AGV and can be optimized via CI/CD principle. The remaining mode is the Operational mode, which determines the AGV behavior in production plants.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we designed a testbed platform to meet Škoda Auto Requirements and expectations for the horizontal scalable and reliable universal and distributed control system. The presented platform confirms that we can manage heterogenous AGVs by using distributed control system as universal.

The case study reported minimal viable platforms for real or near-real-time stream data processing using HiveMQ messaging broker heavily focused on the consumer-facing
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web enterprise Java application. All the components used to build this platform are provided as open-source software components except Vertica. Vertica may be swapped out for open-source NoSQL databases like Apache Hive and Casandra for analytics. The Resmanio platform serves as the base for delivering the distinctive value of automotive business. Future work will provide a solution to support various AGVs. Depending on the Skoda Auto preference, future work is also likely to consider: (1) integration with well-established analytical software used for business intelligence (such as Tableau, Qlik and Microsoft’s Power BI); (2) integration with identity management and security enhancement tools (such as CAS Protocol for Single Sign-On and other Network monitoring and Application Performance tools); and (3) distributed processing scenarios with multiple-node performance measures and other technologies such as EMQX broker, RabbitMQ and ActiveMQ messaging systems that could be used for integration via APIs from other components of the Skoda Auto a.s. Universal Control System; (4) the MQTT protocol ensures communication with specific AGVs. The entire solution will be developed with the option of implementing algorithms for artificial intelligence and machine learning needs. Based on these algorithms, it would be possible to use additional functionalities based on a large amount of data. For example, it can predict when any AGV/AMR will be down due to failure or battery life by task. This business-critical application, built in Java, enables the organization to deliver differentiated products and services inside the automotive industry's production. Examples abound in every industry, including software that manages manufacturing processes, financial transactions, health care delivery, data analytics, and client support.
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